The advent of antibiotics for the treatment of tuberculosis (TB) represented a major breakthrough in the fight against the disease. However, since its first use, antibiotic therapy has been associated with the emergence of resistance to drugs. The incorrect use of anti-TB drugs, either due to prescription errors, low patient compliance, or poor quality of drugs, led to the widespread emergence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains with an expanding spectrum of resistance. The spread of multidrug-resistant (MDR) strains (ie, strains resistant to both isoniazid and rifampicin) has represented a major threat to TB control since the 1990s. In 2006, the first cases of MDR strains with further resistance to fluoroquinolone and injectable drugs were described and named extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB). The emergence of XDR-TB strains is a result of mismanagement of MDR cases, and treatment relies on drugs that are less potent and more toxic than those used to treat drug-susceptible or MDR strains. Furthermore, treatment success is lower and mortality higher than achieved in MDR-TB cases, and the number of drugs necessary in the intensive phase of treatment may be higher than the four drugs recommended for MDR-TB. Linezolid may represent a valuable drug to treat cases of XDR-TB. Delamanid, bedaquiline, and PA-824 are new anti-TB agents in the development pipeline that have the potential to enhance the cure rate of XDR-TB. The best measures to prevent new cases of XDR-TB are the correct management of MDR-TB patients, early detection, and proper treatment of existing patients with XDR-TB.
Introduction
The fight between humankind and Mycobacterium tuberculosis has lasted thousands of years, during which the human species could only rely on the efficiency of natural defenses of its immune system, 1 thus paying a toll of 50% mortality within 5 years after the onset of the disease. 2 The advent of the antibiotic era represented a striking event in this battle, and during the two decades from the discovery of streptomycin in 1943 to that of rifampicin in 1963, tuberculosis (TB) was turned from a devastating disease into a fully curable one.
In the last two decades, the World Health Organization (WHO), through its Stop TB Department, led a huge worldwide effort to curb the TB epidemic. By setting clear and effective global strategies (directly observed treatment, short course (DOTS) first, followed by the Stop TB strategy) and supporting their implementation by the majority of national TB programs in high-burden countries, it was possible to achieve the current decline in TB incidence worldwide, 3 and the Millennium Development Goals were met (in the case of TB) well before 2015. 3, 4 The development of rapid diagnostic tests for submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Matteelli et al TB such as Xpert MTB/RIF 5, 6 and the development of new TB drugs 7 are additional factors for optimism regarding the scope of TB elimination. On the other hand, the outstanding role played by the social determinants of TB and the threat represented by resistance to anti-TB drugs, in particular to second-line ones, remain unsolved and require further collaborative efforts. 4 In particular, M. tuberculosis' resistance to antibiotics which had been already described at the time of the introduction of streptomycin in clinical practice, 8 has developed to the point that now drug resistance represents one of the most daunting challenges to disease control worldwide. 9, 10 Extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-TB) is defined as TB caused by a multidrug-resistant (MDR) strain (ie, resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid) that is also resistant to any fluoroquinolone (FQ) and any of the second-line injectable drugs, such as capreomycin, kanamycin, or amikacin. 11 From 2006, when the first report on XDR-TB was published, 12 until the end of 2012, 92 countries had reported the presence of at least one case of XDR-TB. 3 The term "totally drug-resistant TB" (TDR) was proposed to define TB cases with a resistance profile beyond XDR-TB, in which the strain would be virtually resistant to all available first-and second-line drugs. [13] [14] [15] [16] However, due to limitations in availability, accuracy, and reproducibility of current drug-susceptibility methods, the adoption of a useful definition beyond the one currently used for XDR-TB is precluded. 17 Moreover, the implication that a TB case is incurable, which is embraced by the term TDR, should be avoided for the sake of the patient's dignity, even considering the clear evidence that the prognosis worsens when the pattern of resistance increases.
In this review we provide an update of the main epidemiologic aspects related to XDR-TB, and focus on the measures currently available to manage the disease.
Research strategy
We searched Medline with the medical subject heading "extensively resistant tuberculosis" with the subheadings "epidemiology" and "prevention and control" for articles published between January 1, 2006 and April 30, 2013. Moreover, we looked for information on XDR-TB on the WHO, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and European Centers for Disease Control and Prevention websites. Additional articles (original papers and reviews) were retrieved from the list of references of manuscripts initially selected. Manuscripts written in English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese were eligible for consultation.
Epidemiology of XDR-TB in the world
In 2012, the estimated global burden of MDR-TB was 450,000, including 300,000 incident MDR-TB cases. Approximately half of the incident cases of MDR-TB were in the People's Republic of China, India, and the Russian Federation. 3 Almost 4% of all new TB cases and more than 20% of those with previous history of TB treatment were estimated to be MDR-TB. However, just 94,000 MDR-TB cases were reported to the WHO in 2012, which corresponds to less than a third of the estimated cases among patients with pulmonary TB. 3 The gap between reported and estimated cases is due to the limited access to drug-susceptibility testing (DST) for first-and second-line anti-TB drugs in many countries.
By the end of 2012, 92 countries had reported cases of XDR-TB, including 13 countries and territories that had reported more than ten XDR-TB cases in a single year. 3 The average percentage of XDR-TB cases among MDR-TB cases was 9.6% (95% CI: 8.1%-11%). 3 The proportion of XDR-TB among MDR-TB cases was highest in Azerbaijan (Baku city, 12.8%), Belarus (11.9%), Latvia (16%), Lithuania (24.8%), and Tajikistan (Dushanbe city and Rudaki district, 21.0%). 3 Cases with XDR-TB may be virtually untreatable, depending on the level of resistance to second-line drugs and on the efficiency of the health system in each given setting. Moreover, conditions inherent to the patient's immunity can contribute to the high rates of morbidity and mortality associated with XDR-TB. In the nosocomial outbreak described in KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa, the mortality rate among human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-positive patients with limited or no access to highly active antiretroviral therapy was 98%, after a median survival period from diagnosis of only 16 days (interquartile range 6-37 days). 18 More recent studies have found mortality rates that are not significantly different between HIV-positive patients on highly active antiretroviral therapy and HIV-negative ones.
19,20
Risk factors for MDR-and XDR-TB
Incorrect TB treatment is the main risk factor for the development of resistance among TB cases, and it is usually associated with intermittent drug use, errors in medical prescription, poor patient adherence, and low quality of TB drugs. 21 The strongest risk factor for resistance to second-line drugs is previous and mainly incorrect use of these drugs. 22 Many patients with XDR-TB report two or more previous treatment courses, and the number of previous treatment Clinical Epidemiology 2014:6 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis courses is higher among cases with XDR-TB compared with cases with MDR-TB. 23 In the study of Dheda et al, 72% of XDR patients had previously been diagnosed as MDR-TB cases, confirming the role of ineffective TB programs in generating XDR-TB. 19 In a retrospective cohort analysis of treatment outcomes among MDR-TB patients, in 6% of those who progressed to XDR-TB during treatment, the presence of bilateral and cavitary lesions was associated with a 3.5-fold greater hazard of developing XDR-TB. 24 Prior exposure to second-line injectable drugs (hazard ratio 3.7) and each additional month in which a patient failed to take at least 80% of their prescribed drugs (hazard ratio 1.17) were also associated with a significant increase in the risk of developing XDR-TB. 24 Demographic and social determinants have also been increasingly identified as a major risk factor for XDR-TB development. In a recent prospective study involving 1,278 patients with MDR-TB from eight countries, women were more likely to have XDR-TB. 25 Unemployment, alcohol abuse, and smoking were additional risk factors for resistance for second-line drugs in all countries surveyed. In a nationwide MDR survey in Belarus, conducted between 2010 and 2011, history of previous treatment for TB, HIV infection, age less than 35 years, history of imprisonment, disability sufficient to prevent work, alcohol abuse, and smoking were all independent risk factors for MDR-TB.
26
Prevention
The best preventive measure to reduce the burden of patients with XDR-TB is appropriate treatment of patients with MDR-TB. 27 Treatment of MDR-TB should adhere to some essential recommendations: use drugs with assured quality, and adopt treatment regimens based on the correct number of drugs, which are given for an appropriate duration.
Early detection and effective treatment of existing patients with XDR-TB is a second pivotal intervention to prevent transmission of XDR-TB strains. Although drug-resistant M. tuberculosis strains may be less fit and thus less infectious, index cases with such organisms are usually infectious for longer periods, and therefore the risk of transmission to their close contacts is higher. 9, 28 Children under 3 years of age who are contacts of patients with MDR-TB or XDR-TB are at a particularly high risk of disease progression; evidence from trials of prophylaxis of XDR-TB contacts are currently unavailable; however, experts suggest that exposed children might benefit from preventive therapy based on the use of two or three oral drugs to which the M. tuberculosis strain of the index case is susceptible, given for a minimum of 9 months. 9 Since there is not a standard preventive regimen with proven efficacy, household and close contacts of patients with XDR-TB should urgently undergo clinical evaluation and follow-up to allow early diagnosis of secondary cases. Although clear evidence is not yet available, the systematic investigation of contacts of known or suspected cases of MDR-TB and XDR-TB may be an effective means of halting the transmission of drug-resistant strains in the community. 28 Measures to limit transmission through infection-control initiatives are an essential component of any TB program, but are particularly important in settings with high prevalence of MDR-TB and XDR-TB. 29 Infection-control measures to avoid transmission of XDR-TB strains to household contacts or to contacts within health facilities (other patients and health care workers) do not differ from those recommended to drug-susceptible TB cases. However, cases with MDR-TB and XDR-TB may remain contagious for comparatively longer periods before effective treatment stops bacterial replication.
Some studies suggest a reduction in the fitness of resistant M. tuberculosis strains, 30 but heterogeneity of fitness of these strains has also been described. Thus, new studies are necessary to establish the real infectiousness of XDR-TB strains to contacts under clinical conditions.
31
Diagnosis
The definition of XDR-TB relies on two main considerations: the capacity of currently available laboratory tests to reliably detect in vitro resistance of M. tuberculosis to rifampicin, isoniazid, fluoroquinolones, and injectable drugs, from one side, and the demonstration that patients bearing XDR-TB strains have a prognosis that differs from that of MDR-TB cases.
Advances were recently made in laboratory methods for detecting MDR-TB. 32 Automated liquid-culture systems are recommended as the gold standard for secondline DST, which allows identification of XDR-TB in 4-9 weeks. 33 However, liquid-culture isolation remains labor-intensive, time-consuming, expensive, and requires specialized equipment and a well-serviced biosafety level 3 facility. 34 As a consequence, in 2012, only 5% of new bacteriologically confirmed TB cases underwent DST for first line TB drugs worldwide. 3 Moreover, DST for both fluoroquinolones and second-line injectable drugs was performed for only 23% of patients with TB who were confirmed to have MDR-TB, with huge coverage disparities between countries.
In order to adhere to current WHO recommendations for second-line DST, which call for testing one fluoroquinolone and all three injectable agents, massive investments are required to strengthen laboratory capacity in the vast majority of settings with high levels of M. tuberculosis drug resistance.
Whenever available, laboratories performing DST for second-line TB drugs should always participate in qualitycontrol programs. The WHO and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease are supporting an international network of supranational laboratories that provide quality control to more than 120 national laboratories. 3 Once XDR-TB is identified, the optimal choice of drugs to be included in the treatment regimen would require DST of drugs included in group 5 of the TB drug classification. 36 In one study, early availability of second-line DST results (available within 31 days of treatment initiation) was associated with a significantly better outcome of XDR-TB treatment compared with cases for whom the DST results were available after 31 days of treatment. 23 However, DST of second-line TB drugs other than quinolones and injectable agents is very poorly standardized, even in supranational reference laboratories, and the capacity of in vitro susceptibility tests to predict clinical efficacy is still undemonstrated for most such drugs. Therefore, treatment of patients with XDR-TB can very rarely be performed on the basis of reliable drugsusceptibility results.
Treatment
Treatment of XDR-TB cases relies on drugs that are less potent and more toxic than those used in the clinical management of TB disease caused by drug-susceptible or MDR strains. 4, 37, 38 A systematic review performed in 2009 on 13 clinical trials showed for the first time that XDR-TB can be successfully treated in up to 65% of patients, particularly those who are not coinfected with HIV. 39 However, cases with XDR-TB consistently present in most studies the lowest rates of treatment success and the highest rates of failure, relapse, and death. A more recent meta-analysis covering 560 patients showed a rate of favorable outcomes, defined as either cure or treatment completion, of 43.7% and a fatality rate of 20.8%. 40 Recently, Falzon et al analyzed the outcome of almost 7,000 patients from 26 well-established centers with a gradient of resistance from MDR-TB (without additional resistance) to XDR-TB. 41 The treatment-success rate (compared to treatment failure, relapse, and death) progressively decreased from 64% for patients with MDR-TB without additional resistance, to 56% for MDR-TB with additional resistance to second-line injectable agents only, 48% for MDR-TB with additional resistance to FQs only, and to 40% for patients with XDR-TB. Remarkably, this poor outcome of 40% for patients with XDR-TB is very close to the 43.7% published by Jacobson et al in 2010. 40 These data highlight one problem of the current XDR definition: patients with XDR-TB may be infected by a strain that is susceptible to other first-line drugs, to a latergeneration FQ, and to other second-line injectable agents, such as capreomycin, and may therefore have a prognosis that is very close to that of MDR-TB.
There is accumulating evidence that the prognosis of patients with XDR-TB is affected by the existence of further resistance to first-line and second-line drugs beyond those included in the definition. Migliori et al recently demonstrated that among patients with XDR-TB (405 in total) the poor prognosis of those without further resistance (n=301, treatment success 43%) was worsened by the addition of resistance to all second-line injectable agents (n=68, treatment success 34%), and made still worse by the further addition of resistance to ethambutol and/or pyrazinamide (n=42, treatment success 19%). 42 Interestingly, prognosis was not affected by resistance to any of the group 4 drugs (ethionamide/prothionamide, cycloserine/terizidone, or paraaminosalicylic acid). These data contrast with the observation from a recent meta-analysis on MDR-TB patients, which suggests a better prognosis for patients harboring a strain that was sensitive to ethionamide or prothionamide. 43 Poor reproducibility of DST for ethionamide may partly explain the inconsistency of findings.
The outcome of XDR-TB treatment may also be positively influenced by the use of drugs that are not widely utilized in a given setting: this seems to be a contributing mechanism to the high treatment-success rates achieved for XDR-TB cases in Peru, where regimens containing drugs such as capreomycin, para-aminosalicylic acid, and cycloserine were used. 23, 44 The optimal number of drugs that should be used in the intensive phase of treatment of XDR-TB is likely to be higher than the four drugs recommended for MDR-TB. 37, [45] [46] [47] In the meta-analysis published by Falzon et al, the use of at least six drugs in the intensive phase was associated with better treatment success. 41 Similarly, the use of at least four effective drugs for patients with XDR-TB and three drugs for MDR-TB patients during the continuation phase was associated with the highest odds of treatment success in patients with quinolone-susceptible strains. 41, 42 Clinical Epidemiology 2014:6 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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The duration of treatment recommended for MDR-TB seems to be appropriate to treat XDR-TB as well: in the studies published by Falzon et al and Migliori et al, the highest treatment-success rates were observed if the total duration of treatment was extended to 18-20 or 20-25 months, respectively. 41, 42 There is indirect evidence that treatment of TB is positively affected by the adoption of the best-available standard of care, even in patients with a very extensive pattern of resistance (XDR-TB and beyond). 44 The role of individual drugs for the treatment of XDR-TB cases has not yet been ascertained. Resistance to FQs is part of the definition of XDR-TB strains; however, there is empirical evidence that the use of later-generation FQs significantly improves treatment outcomes of XDR-TB, even when DST demonstrates resistance to a representative FQ. 40 Incomplete cross-resistance between early generation (ofloxacin) and later-generation (levofloxacin, moxifloxacin) FQs may explain these findings.
There is mounting evidence on the utility of linezolid in managing XDR-TB cases. In a systematic review and meta-analysis on eff icacy, safety, and tolerability of linezolid-containing regimes based on individual data analysis of 121 patients from twelve uncontrolled studies, treatment success was achieved in 81.8% of the cases. 48 In a randomized trial of patients with XDR-TB randomly assigned to start treatment with linezolid at a dose of 600 mg per day immediately, or after 2 months without a change in their background regimen, culture conversion was achieved in 79% of patients in the immediate-start group compared with 35% in the delayed-start group (P=0.001). 49 Limitations of linezolid include high cost and toxicity (myelosuppression and neuropathy), which appears to be determined by dose (.600 mg daily) and duration. In the controlled trial reported by Lee et al, of the 38 patients with exposure to linezolid, 31 (82%) had clinically significant adverse events. 49 Clofazimine is a rediscovered compound in group 5 TB drugs. Its efficacy was shown to be in line with general DR-TB treatment in a systematic review and meta-analysis of twelve evaluable studies of clofazimine-containing regimens. 50 In addition, clofazimine appears to be associated with a lower incidence of serious adverse effects compared with other second-line drugs. However, the optimal dose of clofazimine and its duration should be better defined by further investigations. 50 Among antibiotics being proposed for their anti-TB properties, carbapenems show their best performance when combined with clavulanate (generally not available alone, and thus given as an association of high-dose amoxicillinclavulanic acid). A recent case-control study of MDR-TB and XDR-TB cases showed a higher proportion of sputum and culture conversion in patients receiving a standard regimen associated with meropenem clavulanate compared with controls. 51 Thioridazine, an old neuroleptic drug, has interesting anti-TB properties and an acceptable safety profile. 52 An uncontrolled study from Argentina showed that the compassionate use of a regime consisting of linezolid, moxifloxacin, and thioridazine produced negative culture conversion in 15 of 17 HIV-negative adult patients with XDR-TB. 53 New drugs that would help build a better, safer, less toxic, shorter, and cheaper regimen are therefore urgently needed. Three new anti-TB agents presently in the development pipeline (bedaquiline, delamanid, and PA-824) have the potential to enhance our capacity to cure XDR-TB. 7, 54 Bedaquiline is a diarylquinoline (previously known as TMC207) that was granted accelerated approval for the treatment of TB by the US Food and Drug Administration in December 2012, based on data generated by Phase IIb trials. This is the first new anti-TB drug released in more than 40 years and approved specifically for TB. The WHO recommends that bedaquiline may be added to a WHOrecommended regimen in adult MDR-TB patients when there is documented evidence of resistance to any FQ in addition to multidrug resistance, ie, a very close proxy of XDR-TB. 55 The recommendation is based on a very low quality of evidence, as results from Phase III trials are still awaited. Published data show promising activity on both resistant and susceptible TB; however, concern is still present regarding the safety of the drug, since a higher mortality rate was detected in the group treated with bedaquiline compared with placebo. 56, 57 Delamanid is another very promising compound entering Phase III clinical trials. Used in combination with a background regimen developed according to the WHO guidelines, it showed an increased sputum culture-conversion rate at 2 months in patients with MDR-TB. 58 In another study reporting the effects of delamanid in combination with an optimized background regimen, a higher proportion of favorable outcomes was observed in the subset of patients with XDR-TB after extended treatment with delamanid (61.4%) compared with patients receiving the drug for shorter periods (50%). 59 Notably, all 44 patients with XDR-TB who had received delamanid for at least 6 months survived.
One recent publication on the new anti-TB compound PA-824 shows the potential of a novel approach 
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Matteelli et al to TB treatment. Outstanding data on the 14-day early bactericidal activity of a three-drug regimen of PA-824, moxifloxacin, and pyrazinamide were reported, 60 opening the way to a potential universal regimen that would be equally effective against fully susceptible TB and MDR strains.
A public health, program-oriented approach is important to ensure the highest possible success rates for the treatment of XDR-TB. Evidence from Peru suggests that when care is centered at specialized reference sites that adopt strict and well-defined rules, high success rates can be obtained in community MDR-TB programs without hospital care. 23, 44 The outcome of XDR-TB treatment may be improved by strategies to enhance adherence, as well as psychological, nutritional, and financial support, even to a greater extent than that observed for the treatment of drug-sensitive TB. 23, 44 Adverse treatment outcomes for cases with XDR-TB occur more frequently than for other cases of TB with lower levels of drug resistance. 39 However, most published studies that reported safety data show that the rate and nature of adverse events during XDR-TB treatment is not remarkably different from that of MDR-TB treatment, and suggest that adverse events are not the most important limiting factor for the treatment of XDR-TB. [61] [62] [63] Surgery, an old approach to TB treatment introduced well before anti-TB drugs were made available, gained new importance with the appearance of virtually untreatable XDR-TB cases. 64 Randomized controlled trials evaluating the efficacy of adjunctive surgical therapy for the treatment of TB have never been reported. However, a systematic review and meta-analysis of pulmonary resection for MDR-TB patients in 15 clinical studies, with a mean of 63 patients per report, showed an estimated pooled treatment-success rate of 84% (95% confidence interval 78%-89%). 65 Results of cohort studies comparing treatment outcomes of patients affected by drug-resistant TB being prescribed drug treatment alone versus drug treatment plus surgical resection have been published, though none of these was randomized, so that selection bias remains possible (eg, patients with less severe diseases being included in the surgery arm). 66 In five of eight studies (all retrospective), patients undergoing surgical resection achieved significantly improved outcomes after adjusting for potential confounders. 66 In summary, despite encouraging data, the role of surgery remains controversial, as stated in the most recently published MDR-TB treatment guidelines. 37, 67 Relapse rates were similar in MDR-TB and XDR-TB cases that had successfully completed their treatment course in an 8-year follow-up assessment of the Estonia national MDR-TB program. Although the treatment-success rate was confirmed to be lower among patients with XDR-TB (53.5% versus 61.1%), these data suggest that successful treatment is able to eradicate XDR-TB strains as well. 68 Among nondrug-related factors, younger age has been shown to be associated with better outcomes in patients with XDR-TB, 40 as previously demonstrated for drug-susceptible disease. 69 The existence of comorbidities, such as hypertension or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, was described as associated with a poor response to treatment or death among patients with XDR-TB.
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Conclusion
XDR-TB may still represent a problem of reduced proportions for most high-burden countries; however, the high morbidity and mortality associated with this form of TB and its potential for expansion warrants high priority being given to this problem and necessary resources being provided for its control. Early and accurate diagnosis of XDR-TB by means of rapid methods, improved management practices of patients with XDR-TB, and private and public investment to identify new and effective drugs are the key tenets for improving individual patient prognosis, as well as limiting the spread of M. tuberculosis strains with a continuously increasing spectrum of resistance.
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